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We construct a coupling of renewal processes by using failure rates; it is particularly useful 
when the failure rate function of the lifelength distribution is monotone. For the case when that 
function is decreasing, the speed of convergence towards stationarity of the renewal processes is 
established, with ease, and a unifying treatment of monotonicity properties of functionals of such 
processes is given. A relaxed condition for the key renewal theorem is presented. The value of 
the coupling for the IFR case is discussed briefly. 
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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to further elaborate the possibilities of coupling 
renewal processes. We shall consider the case when the lifelength distribution, F 
say, is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue measure, and construct a coupling, by 
using failure rates, which is particularly efficient when the failure rate function is 
monotone. 
To present our achievements, we need some notation and background. Let 
X,, X2,. . . be i.i.d. random variables with common distribution F. The Xi’s will 
represent lifelengths in a renewal process S = (S,): with renewal epochs at S, = C,” Xi 
for n = 0, 1, . . .; here X,, is the delay, which is independent of X,, X2,. . . and should 
be viewed as the residual lifetime of the item at work at time 0. If X0 = 0, the process 
is zero-delayed. 
For the purposes of this paper, it is natural to let the renewal measure of S be 
concentrated on (0, co), assigning mass E[ #{n; S, E A}] to AE %!2”,, the class of 
Bore1 sets c (0, 00). Hence the zero-delayed process has renewal measure Cf” F*“, 
to be called M. To a large extent, renewal theory is (or, rather, has been) concerned 
with the comparison between M and A * 1, where 1 is the Lebesgue measure on 
(0, 00) and A = the renewal intensity = l/p; p = tE [X,], supposed to be finite. Most 
results are on the asymptotics of the shifted measure M( f+ *) and the renewal 
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function M(t) = M((0, t]); the classical tools have been taken from real and Fourier 
analysis. 
For a survey of the coupling method, see Griffeath [3], for its use in the study 
of renewal and regenerative processes see Arjas, Nummelin and Tweedie [l], Ney 
[lo], Pitman [ll], Thorisson [12] and Lindvall [5,6,8]. In order to briefly present 
the idea of it, let a stationary renewal process S’ = (SL): be defined on the same 
probability space as S in such a way that the renewals of S and S’ eventually 
coincide, after the coupling epoch T = the first common renewal epoch. This implies, 
if T < W a.s., that the distributions of S and S’ are asymptotically close, and estimates 
of the distance (in some sense) between M( t+ *) and A. I may be deduced. 
When F is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue measure, we may construct S 
and S’ by letting their renewal epochs be certain points of occurrence of a third 
point process with, loosely speaking, failure rates dominating those of S and S’. 
Section 2 is dedicated to that construction. 
Brown [2] produced a special coupling for the DFR (decreasing failure rate) 
case. When S is zero-delayed and S’ stationary, it has the property that T = Xb; 
this is the key to all his results on M and the point process N of S, defined through 
N(A) = # {n; S, E A} for A E 3:. He enriches a field of study initiated by Barlow, 
Marshall and Proschan in 1963-65, see [2] for references, by establishing sharp 
lower bounds for M(t) - A . t and elegant proofs of, e.g., that N( r + A) is stochasti- 
tally decreasing as r + 00 for A E %+, if S is zero-delayed. Brown’s coupling is, after 
reformulation, a special case of our one. 
Brown does not use the word ‘coupling’, nor does he draw the conclusions 
concerning rates of convergence toward stationarity which follow along rather well 
established lines: using a well known lemma, it follows directly that, in the DFR 
case, the total variation distance between the distributions of the shifted point 
processes 0,N and 8,N’ is 
I 
m 
<2*p(X;>t)=2* A(1 -F(x)) dx 
f 
if S is zero-delayed and S’ stationary. 
In Section 3 we comment on this, after the observation that notions from point 
process theory may be used to unify and simplify Brown’s monotonicity results. In 
that section, we also point out that the well known condition on so called direct 
Riemann integrability of the known function of a renewal equation may be drastically 
relaxed in the DFR case: it suffices that the function is integrable and tends to zero 
in order to get the desired asymptotic result of the solution to the equation. 
A few remarks on the IFR (increasing failure rate) case conclude Section 3; it is 
easily proved that 
O<h. t-M(t)sA. 
for t~0 in that case. 
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2. The coupling 
We need some more notation. For any distribution G on [0, a), let G(x) = 
1 -G(x), and for our lifelength distribution F, let F, be the distribution of the 
remaining lifetime of a component at age U: F,(x) = F(u +x)/F(u). With r(x) = 
f(x)/F(x) where f is the d ensity of F and R(x) = I,” r(s) ds, we have F(x) = 
exp(-R(x)) and F,(x)=exp[-(R(u+x)-R(u))]=exp(-R,(x)); R,(x)= 
R(u+x)-R(u). 
When the component used at time 0 is of age x, let the age process A(t), t 2 0, 
of S be defined through 
t<Scl, 
inf{t-S,; t-$20}, taS,. 
Notice that A(0) = x determines the distribution of So = X0 to be F, if x > 0; for 
x = 0, we have X,, = 0 and S, = X, has distribution F,, = F. 
When A(0) = 0, the zero-delayed process is at hand. If the initial age has distribu- 
tion G,(dx) = A * (1 -F(x)) dx = hF(x) dx, then we start a stationary process, as is 
well known; hence for the most interesting results we shall have A’(0) 2 G, (A’ 
denotes the age process of S’). 
But S and S’ are yet to be properly constructed. The intention is to let the sets 
{Sn; n 2 0) = {s; A(s) = 0) and {SL; n 2 0} = {s; A’(s) = 0) be subsets of {V,; n 2 0) 
where V = ( V,); is a certain increasing sequence of random variables with V, = 0. 
The V,‘s are components of a Markov chain Y = (Y,,):; Y, = (V,, Z,, 2;) where 
Z,,, ZL are meant to equal A( V,), A’( V,,) respectively. For the governing of that 
Markov chain, let P be the transition probability on R: which for points (0, z, z’) E R: 
and sets A x B x B’ E 92: satisfies 
P(( u, z, z’), A x B x B’) 
= lA(U+S). J ~s,z,AB xB’) dFz,,,(s) 
= J lA(U+S) * T_.(Bx B') . (r(z+s) v r(z’+s)) . exp(-R,,(s)) ds 
where ms,=,,, is a probability measure on R: supported by 3 points: 
7~~,,,~((O,O))=r(z+s)~r(z’+s)/r(z+s)vr(z’+s), 
~~,~,,~((O,z’+s))=(r(z+s)-r(z’+s))+/r(z+s)vr(z’+s), 
~~,,,,~((z+~,O))=(r(z’+~)-r(z+~))+/r(z+~)vr(z’+~) 
and F,,,. is determined by 
F,,,,(s) = exp(-R,,(s)) 
(1) 
4 
where 
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Rz,zXs) = r(z+ u) v r(z’+ u) du. 
Let Pa+, be the distribution of the Markov chain (Y,); governed by P when 
(V,, Z,, 26) = (0, a, Q’), and let lE,,, be its expectation operator; we sometimes omit 
the subscripts a, a’. From (1) we get 
~q,,(Z?l+, = 0 I ( V”, z, Zl,) = ( 21, z, 0, V”,, - vn = s) 
= ~s&((O, 0)) + ~s,z,d ((O,z’+s))=r(z+s)/(r(z+s)vr(z’+s) 
and 
~a,d(Z+, = z + s( ( V”, Z”, Zl,) = (0, z, z’), v,,, - V” = s) 
=l-r(z+s)/r(z+s)vr(z’+s) 
for n 2 0, with an obvious analogue for the Z’ sequence. 
Now let 
So = min{ V,; Z, = 0) 
and recursively 
S, = min{ Vk; Z, = 0, V, > S,_,} 
for n 2 1, and define S’ = (Sl,): analogously in terms of V,, Z;, k 2 0. For the proof 
of the fact that S = (S,,);, S’ = (Sk): are renewal processes with failure rate function 
r and initial ages a, a’ under P,,!, we must know that V, +03 a.s. as n+co; we 
postpone the proof of this technical point to the end of the section. 
Now let h(S) = inf{S,; S,, > 0). In order to prove that h(S) has distribution F, 
under Pa+,, we write 
P,,f(h(S)> t) =P,,,,(hCS)> t, VI> t)+&%+(h(S)> 4 v n-s t < V”,,). 
1 
(3) 
With 
R,,(s)=R,(s)+ o~(r~,(u)-r~(~))idu=Ro(~)+RO.,,,(~) 
I 
we have 
$+(/r(S) > r, V, > t) = P,J VI > t) = exp(-R,(t)) . exp(-R&At)), 
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and for n 2 1, with use of (2), 
P(h(S)> t, vns t< V,,,) 
= lfqh(S)>t, VnGt<V”+lIV,=q,..., Vn=vn) I 
.P(V,=dv, ,..., V,=du,) 
= (l-r(a+v,)/r(a+v,)vr(a’+v,)) 
I 
‘ii(l-r(~+~i)/r(n+vi)Vr(vi--i-l)) 
. exp(-Ra+,n,o (t- v,)) . (da + 4 v da’+ v,) exp(-R&d) 
” 
* n [(r(U+ Vi) V ~(z.+-zI-~) exp(-Ratv,~,,o(vi-Ui_l)] dn, * * * dv, 
2 
= ew(-R,+,n (t - u,)) . exp(-R~+,n,dt - d) 
. exp(-R,(d) fI exp(-R,+, (vi - S-l)) 
2 
where F$ is the subprobability on R, such that F:,,.(s) = 1 - exp(-R’&(s)) for 
~20. Now 
exp(-R,+,n(r- G)) * exp(-R,(vd) @ exp(-R,+,~,(q-Ui-l)) 
=exp(-R,(t))=F,(t) 
so (3) and (4) give 
$,,(h(S) ’ t) 
= mt), (5) 
because the expression within brackets equals 1. That equality is explained as 
follows: extend the Markov chain Y to p = (Y”,);, with Y”, = (V,, Z,,, Zk, Z”,), 
where the probability for Zt+r =Ogiven V,,+,-V,,=s,Z,,=z,Z~=z’andZ~=z~ 
equals(r(z’+s)-r(z+s))+/r(z’+s)vr(z+ ) s , and let So = (So,); be defined in terms 
of V and Z” analogously to the definition of S. The expression within brackets in 
(5) is then actually P(Sz > t for some n) which equals 1 since V, + co as n + CC as. 
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Using (2) and (5), it follows that S,, S1 - S,, S, - S,, . . . = X0, X1, X2, . . . are 
independent and the latter variables have distribution E Indeed, if Fn = 
a( Yo, . . . , Y,) and S, = VT,, then the q’s are stopping times with respect to (3,Jr. 
We find that 
P,=,(S,+, - S” ’ &“Tl STn) = EJ,,(S, > f)& = F(t); 
the claims about X0, X,, . . . are easily verified by this. 
The properties of S’ are, of course, established in the same way as those of S. 
For any probability measure Ho on R: with marginals H and H’, 
$H~( 9 ) = I Pa,,4 * U-Mda, da’) (6) 
governs renewal processes S and S’ with A(0) 2 H, A’(0) 2 H’; if we like S to be 
zero-delayed and S’ stationary, we choose H,, = &,, H’= G,. 
The renewals of S and S’ coincide after 
T = min{ V,; 2, = 2; = 0); 
this is our coupling epoch. 
(7) 
Remarks. (i) It is merely a technical problem, with many details in its solution, to 
extend the transition probability P of (1) in order to construct S and S’, and a 
coupling efficient for general rate results, when F has an absolutely continuous 
component. Since that aim has been reached by other means in [ 81, we have restricted 
our ambitions to F’s with density, sufficient for, e.g., the special results in the DFR 
case. The extended version would have rendered an ‘all purpose’ coupling. 
(ii) When r is bounded, one may construct S and S’ by retaining certain points 
of occurrence of a Poisson process with intensity p = sup, r(x); one lets such a point 
be a renewal of S, say, with probability r(s)/p if the current component age is s. 
The calculations in (4) are much simplified by this. A non-timehomogeneous Cox 
process may be used similarly for the case when r is bounded on finite intervals: 
see [9] for details. 0 
Proof of V, + 00 a.s. It suffices to prove E[exp( - V,)] + 0 as n + co. Now 
&Jexp(- V2n+2)l 
n 
= (In’ E. C - ( V2(k+~j - V2k) 
k=O )I 
n-1 
= au’ E. 1 -( V2(k+l)- hk) E[exp(-( VZn+2- vd) 1 s2nl 
0 1 
so lE[exp(- V,,)] is geometrically decreasing to 0 if we can prove that 
SUP ~o,a4exp(- Vdl< 1; 
Cl'30 
(8) 
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we may restrict our attention to this in order to bind E[exp(-( V2,,+2- V,,)) IS*,,] 
for n 2 1, for symmetry reasons and the fact that at least one of Z,, or Z;,, equals 0. 
Now choose A > 0 so small that F(A) s 1 and F(2A) < 1. We obtain 
k,,,[exp(- Vdl 
G [exp(-V,); V,>A]+P’,,,.(V,sA, V,=S,) 
+ E,,,jexp(-( V,- V,)) I VI s A, V, < $1 . Po,,~ VI s A, VI < %I. 
Since P,,.( V, s A, V, = S,) s 4 and 
b,,fexp(-(V2- VA)1 V,sA, V1 <S,I~SUP k&exp(-VI)l<L 
a<A 
(8) is easily deduced. 0 
3. The results 
It will turn out convenient to consider a renewal process as a point process on 
(0, co), i.e. a random element in the space X of integer-valued measures on (0, 00) 
with finite mass on each bounded interval. That space is endowed with the vague 
topology: v, + v vaguely if jf d v, -+j f dv for each continuous function f with 
compact support. Let 33 be the a-field generated by that topology; a point process 
on (0, CO) is a random element in (,lr, a), cf. Jagers [4, Sections O-2]. In particular, 
a renewal process seen as a point process gives mass 1 to each renewal epoch. The 
point processes associated with S and S’ will be called N and N’. For t 3 0, let the 
shift &:X+X be defined by (&v)(B)= v(t+B) for VEN, BE 3:. 
We now turn the attention to the DFR case. Notice that if z G z’, then (r,, - I,)+ = 0. 
This implies that ZL,, > 0 when Z,,, > 0 if Z, G Zk for n = 0, 1, . . . , see (l), so if 
A(0) =G A’(O), then 
N’s N, (9) 
in particular N’(t) = N’((0, t]) s N((0, t]) = N(t) for t 2 0, 
A(t)cA’(t) for tz0, (IO) 
with equality for t 2 T, and 
T=X/,. (11) 
For the inequalities and monotonicity results, it is appropriate to consider map- 
pings I,!I: A’“-, R satisfying 
VlS v2 * ~(vl)~+I(vz) (124 
or 
VlC v2 * ~cI(v,)~(cI(vz). (12b) 
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If g is a non-negative measurable function on (0, co), then # defined by 
satisfies (12a); a particular case is g = lA for A E 3:. With that g, $(N) = N(A). 
Examples of mappings satisfying (12b) are 
Ilrk( V) = inf{s > 0; ~(0, s] 2 k} (13) 
for k = 1,2,. . . , and v + inf{s > 0; V( s, s + A] = 0) where A is a positive constant, etc. 
Proposition 1. Let F be of DFR type. If the initial age distributions H, H’ of S, S’ 
are such that H 2 H’ and $ satisfies (12a) ( I+!J satisjies (12b)), then +( 8,N) g 1+4( 6,N’) 
($( B,N) 2 +( 6,N’)) for t 2 0. In particular, ifs is zero-delayed and S’ stationary, then 
+(e,iv) g 1+4( iv’) (+(e,iv) 2 +( IV)) for t 3 0. 
Proof. There exists a probability measure H,, supported by {(a, a’); a G a’} with 
marginals H and H’ if H 2 H’, as is well-known. Letting (A(O), A’(0)) 2 H,, the 
claims follow from (9) if t =O. But if $ satisfies (12a) (satisfies (12b)), then $0 et 
does so too for t > 0, hence our arguments for t = 0 suffice. 
For the particular case when S is zero-delayed and S’ stationary, we have 
H=&,gGG,=H’and e,N’zNN’for t30. 0 
The proof can be compared with that used to show that for diffusions and 
birth-death processes, stochastic domination is a property retained as time passes, 
cf. [7, p. 5121. 
Corollary. If S is zero-delayed and + satisjies (12a) (satisJies (12b)), then $( B,N) is 
stochastically decreasing (stochastically increasing) in t. This implies that 
,ilii 
(iii) 
(iv) 
N( t + A) is stochastically decreasing in t for A E %t, 
M is concave, 
the residual lifetime Z(t) = inf{ S, - t; S, - t > 0) is stochastically increasing in 
t, and 
the age A(t) is stochastically increasing in t. 
Proof. For $ satisfying (12a), we shall prove that $( f3,N) g +I( 0,N) for s s t. Now 
1+4( 0,N) = Cc, 00, (&, N), and 01-s N = N’ is a renewal process with initial age distribu- 
tion H’ = that of A( t - s), which of course dominates a,,, the H distribution for the 
zero-delayed process. Apply Proposition 1. Use the same arguments for Cc, satisfying 
(12b). 
The result (i) is the application to the mapping v + V(A) which satisfies (12a). In 
particular, N( t, t + h] is stochastically decreasing in t for every h > 0, so M( t + h) - 
M(t) is decreasing. Hence M(t+h)-M(t)>M(t+2h)-M(t+h) so M(t+h)> 
(M(t+2h)+ M(t))/2 for all t 20 and h > 0, which yields the concavity result (ii). 
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For (iii), make an application to I+!J~ in (13), and for (iv), consider (10). Cl 
Notice that if I+!I( V) = 1 g d Y with g non-negative, then E[ +( IV’)] = A * j g(s) ds if 
S’ is stationary, so 
~[~(wol= E 
[I 
g(s)N(t+ds) zA* 1 I g(s) ds
for all t 2 0 if H 2 G,; this implies, e.g., that 
M(t)>h* t for t>O, (14) 
with S zero-delayed and g = lco,rI. 
Retain the condition that S is zero-delayed and S’ stationary; in order to improve 
the well-known inequality (14), which is not very sharp, Brown [2, p. 2321, makes 
the fruitful observation that 
o~z’(t)-z(t)~(X;,-f)+. (15) 
With /la =I xa dF(x) for LY 2 0, we have E[Z’( t)] = &/2 for all t a 0. Further, 
iE[Z( t)] is increasing ,in t due to the Corollary of Proposition 1 and E[Z(t)] = 
USN(t)+, - t] = p * (M(t) + 1) - t with use of Wald’s Lemma, so by taking expecta- 
tions in (15) we find that 
0~A2~2/2-l-(M(t)-A. t)sA. 
I 
‘“(x-t)dG,(x) 
r 
cc 
-1 2 
-2 A * 
I 
, (x-t)2dF(x). (16) 
The upper bound in (16) may be estimated in several ways, cf. [2]. A simple 
observation: if pp <cc for a p > 2, then 
I 
cc 
(x - t)’ dF(x) < t-(P-2) . cp . m xp dF(x) ( = o( t--(P-2))) 
I I I 
Q j._Lfl. CD . t -_(P-2) 
where cp is the constant such that cp - tpcPp2) = sup,,,(x - t)2/.xP. 
Let MH (t), t 2 0, be the renewal function of S when A(0) 2 H. For H 2 H’, we 
let H 2 A(0) s A’(0) 2 H’ as above and apply Wald’s Lemma to the right hand 
side of the identity 
N((O&)) 
x;=x,+ c xi 
to obtain 
f~ [N((O, %))I = A * xd&(x)-j-xdF,(x)} (17) 
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where FH (x) = j F,(x) dH( a). But N(t) - N’(t) f N((0, SA)) as t + 00, so (17) pro- 
vides an upper bound for MH (t) - MHS( t). 
We now turn to the question for what integrable functions g it holds that 
I 
g(t-s) dM(s)+h. 
I 
g(s) ds (18) 
as t -+ CO. For M concave and p2 < cc it will be proved it suffices that g is eventually 
bounded, i.e. there exists a constant A such that sup,,A)g(s)l <co. Hence, for the 
solution G = g + M * g to the renewal equation G = g+ F * G we have G(t) + 
A . J g(s) ds if g(t) tends to zero as t + co; this means we may relax the condition 
that that g is bounded, cf. [ 11, in the DFR case with p2 < co. 
Lemma. If f and g are integrable functions on (0, co) such that f is non-negative and 
decreasing and g is eventually bounded, then 
I g(t-s)f(s) ds+O as t+m 
Proof. It is no restriction to assume that g is non-negative. Take E > 0. Take A, AO, 
B and K so that g(s)<-,, for s>A and I_, g(s) ds < a/4, f(B)s 1 and 
~0. Jyw f(u) du < c/4. We have 
I 
g(t-s)f(s) ds= f(t-s)g(s) ds 
I 
= 
I 
f(t-s)g(s)ds+ f(t-s)g(s) ds 
s<A 
= 11(t)+12(t). 
Certainly, 
Il(t)<f(t-A). g(u)du<E/4 
I 
for t 2 some tl 3 A. Further, 
I*(t) = I g(t-s)f(s) ds s<t-A 
= g(t-s)f(s) ds+ g(t-s)f(s) ds 
.V=S-A SSr-A 
S<B sz=s 
We have 
g(t-s) ds6 
I 
g(s) ds < e/4, 
S3A 
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and 
12r( t) =% E/4+ K . 
I 
g(t-s) ds 
S<B 
which is s ~12 for t 3 some tZ. We conclude 
5 g(t-s)f(s)dsSI,(t)+I,,(t)+122(t)<~ fortamax(t,, tz), 
and the proof is complete. 0 
Proposition 2. Suppose F is of DFR type and p2< 00. If g is a function on (0, ~0) 
which is integrable and eventually bounded, then 
g(t-s)dM(s)+A. 
I 
g(s) ds 
as t+cO. 
Proof. The concave function M(t) -A. t increases to h2p2/2- 1 as t+ CO, hence 
M-A . 1 has a decreasing density m* which is integrable if p2<~. Now apply the 
lemma, with f= m*. 0 
We now turn to the topic of measuring the distance, in total variation norm, 
between the distributions of 0,N and B,N’. That norm will be denoted by I] . 11; 
recall that for two probability measures Q,, Q2 on a measurable space, we have 
IIQ, - 0211 = 2. ~;P(Q,(A) - Q2W) 
where A runs through the present u-field. 
Using 8,N = B,N’ for t 2 T, it is easy to prove the basic lemma of the coupling 
method, not displayed as such here: 
]IP(B,NE .)-P(O,N’E .)1]~2.$(T> t). (19) 
The arguments have been given at so many places that they will not be repeated 
here; cf. [ 11,3,6,8]. Actually, a more complete definition of the post-t process for 
S is (A(t), B,N), t 2 0, a random element in (R, x JV, LB.+ x a); let Q,(H) be the 
distribution of that element when A(0) 22 H. We replace (19) by 
IIQ,(H)-Q,(Hf)lI~2.P(T>t), (20) 
which holds for all H, H’, t > 0. Notice that if A(0) < A’(O), then T = S& = X& and 
if A(O)> A’(O), then T = S,,= X0, so for all distributions of (A(O), A’(O)) we have 
T = max(X,, Xh) (21) 
in the DFR case. 
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Notice that we may have equality in (20). Indeed, let H = 6,,, H’ = a,,, a’> 0. Then 
110~(~,)-Q,(~,~)ll~2.(~,,,(A(t) < a’/2+ t)-P,,+,(A’(t)s a’/2+ t)) 
=2 . (P,,.(A(t)~a’/2+ t, T> t)-P,,JA’(t)s a/2+ t, T> t)) 
= 2 . P,,,,( T> t). (22) 
There are only a few more comments needed for the proof of the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 3. Let F be of DFR type. Then 
(i) for any H, H’ we have 
IIQJH)-Q,(H’)II~2@u(t)+G,(t)) 
for all t 3 0, where GH is the distribution of X0 when A(0) 2 H, 
(ii) if H2 H’, then 
llOt(W-Qt(H’)Il~2~ &(t) 
for all t 3 0; in particular, 
llQt(&&Q,(G)Il~2~ G,(t) 
for all t 3 0, 
(iii) we may have equality in (i), and 
(iv) for any measurable mapping 50 from R, x N, we have 
llO,(H)cp-‘-Q,(H’)cp-‘ll~IlQ,(H)-Q,(H’)Il, 
so (i) and (ii) provides boundsfor the distance between the distributions of cp(A( t), B,N) 
and cp(A’( t), &IV’). 
Proof. The result (i) follows from (20) and (21), and max(X,, X~)SX,+X& For 
(ii), let (A(O), A’(0)) have distribution Ho so that A(0) s A’(O); then max(X,, X6) = 
XA. For H’= G,, (A’(t), 0,N’) is stationary, hence 
Qt(GS)=QO(GS) forall tS0. 
The result (iii) was confirmed by (22), and (iv) is just the observation that 
11 v’p-‘)I s II VII, easily proved, for any signed measure v and mapping cp; cf. [8], the 
corollary on p. 88 and its use. 0 
NoticethatG,(t)sF,(t)=jFa(t)dH( ) a , with equality if H(0) = 0. Proposition 
3((i), (ii) and (iv)) now yields rate of convergence results for l]Q( t) - Qt( H’)II as 
t + CO, easily expressed in terms of H, H’ and i? Pitman [ 1 l] was the first to use a 
basic inequality like (23) for such; see also [9, 10, 121. For example: if S is 
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zero-delayed, S’ stationary (H’ = G,) and cp 2 0 is non-decreasing 
j q(x) dG,(x) = A * 5 cp(x)p(x) dx<co, then 
O” v(r). Go 
I 
dx) dG.5 (xl 
t 
which -0 as t+c~, so Proposition 3(ii) renders 
It Q(&J - Qo(G,)II =0(1/v(t)) 
13 
and such that 
(23) 
as t + co. Brown pays attention to F’s such that j eoX dF(x) <cc for some a > 0; that 
can be the case iff q, = inf,,, T(X) > 0. If so, I eax dG,(x) < 00 for a < a,, and (23) 
yields: 
llQ~(~o)-Qo(G~)Il=o(e-“‘) 
as t+m, for a<a,. 
With use of observations in [l], it was demonstrated in Section 3 of [8] how 
distances between MH and MH, may be calculated with use of the tail probabilities 
I!?( T > t), t 3 0; the arguments will not be repeated. For example, it holds that 
IIM,(t+.)-M,.(t+.)II~(l+M(1)).2. C P(T>k). (24) 
ka[r] 
Let a 2 0, H = 6,, H’ = G,. Using Proposition 3(i), the fact that G, = F, has a lighter 
tail than GG, = G,, and (24), we obtain 
IIM,(t+.)-A* 111 =o (1:4(.)du)=O(I:(~--f)‘dF(~)) 
as t + 00, a result of interest as soon as pu2 < co. 
We finish our analysis of the DFR case with these few examples of how Proposition 
3 can be applied. 
When we turn to a lifelength distribution of IFR type, we find from (1) that if 
0~ A(0) s A’(O) then . 
s;,<s,~s;ss,~* * .; (25) 
if A(0) = 0, then 
0=s,ss~~s,~s;~s*~~ . . (25) 
When trying to exploit this alternating structure, the yield is not so rich as Proposi- 
tions l-3; the most satisfactory result is that it is rather easily established that there 
exists an (Y > 0 such that 
supE~[exp(c~T)]<co 
A 
(26) 
where fi runs through all distributions of (A(O), A’(O)). This implies 
;u;, IIOr(H)-Qt(WII =o(exp(-~t)), 
cf. Proposition 3 and its comments. For the proof of (26), see [9]. 
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Proposition 1 and its corollary seem to have few analogues which cannot be 
proved with ease analytically. An immediate probabilistic argument can merit 
some attention anyway; for example, if H 2 H’ then, from (25), 
N’(t) - N(t) = 0 or 1 (27) 
for t 3 0 if we let (A(O)), A’(0)) have a distribution Ho such that A(0) c A’(0). The 
observation (27) renders 
OCM,,-M,(t)<1 (28) 
for t 2 0; in particular, 
OSA. t-M(t)<1 (29) 
for t 2 0, a well-known inequality. 
But the upper bound 1 for N’(t) - N(t) in (27) may be improved. Indeed, we 
observe from (25) that 
OS N’(t)-N(t)< l(h(S’)+ ’ l(h(S’)=h(S))< l(h(S’)st) (30) 
so 0s MH,( t) - MH (t) s FHf( t) ( = P(h(S’) c t)) when H 2 H’. This implies 
OGAt-M(t)sG,(t) (31) 
for t 2 0. For the case S zero-delayed and S’ stationary, the intermediate inequality 
of (30) may be exploited in a fruitful way in order to improve (31). We find in this 
case that 
~[l(h(S’)st) * lch(S’j=h(S))l 
00 f 
= 
I [I 
r(S)lr(a+S) dF,(S) dG(a) 
0 0 1 co I = I [I r(s)exp(R(a+s)-R(a))ds .A*exp(-R(a))da 0 0 1 
= I 
f 
r(s)G,(s) dss G,(t) * R(t) 
0
and get 
I 
f 
Osh. t-M(t)sG,(t)- r(s)G,(s) ds 
0 
s G,(t)-C?,(t) . R(t). 
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